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GEORGE PIERRE CASTILE 
Whitman College 

PRE-CABOTIAN (1497), NATIVE NORTH American 
peoples, like all peoples, had a myriad of ways of de- 
fining their group's membership.l Like most human so- 
cieties, they generally relied on kinship 
criteria-consanguinity and afElnity of many varied 
types. Like most others, they also had systems of natu- 
ralization that could confer group membership on non- 
kin. The Navajo, for example, took in large numbers of 
foreigners, creating Jemez, Zia, and Mexican clans in 
the process (Aberle 1961). 

These systems of self-deElnition were group spe- 
cific, and there is little evidence of any shared label of 
common identity that was pan-Indian, one including 
all of the hundreds of separate linguistic and cultural 
entities of North America (Cornell 1988:106). Large 
territorial states, however, had emerged, and some 
were generating more complex heterogeneous aciti- 
zenship" notions. I once wrote a text and, looking for 
some alternate to the absurd label Indios, borrowed 
the Nahuatl Chichtmeca, by which the Aztec state re- 
ferred to the peoples to the north (Castile 1979). 

Making a Market 

With the arrival of the Europeans and their subor- 
dination and expropriation of the Native peoples, 
things changed in these systems of identity. Immanuel 
Wallerstein observed that Uthe historical development 
of capitalism has involved the commodification of 
everything" (1983:16). The colonialists made a "mar- 
ket" for ethnic identities, in which they have been 
traded as a commodity ever since. Over time the price 
of these commodities has fluctuated, and steps have 
been taken by the federal government to regulate the 
purity of the product to guarantee the customer is 
getting the real McCoy," officially sorting out the 
genuine from the spurious (Sapir 1924). 

One sort of commodification took the form of 
complete expropriation of Indian imagery for symbolic 
and hegemonic purposes (Castile 1992). Just as land 
was taken over and put to European uses, without 
reference to the former owners, so too with Indian 
identity. Indian images were useful in the process of 
the self-invention of a new American" national iden- 
tity (Anderson 1983; Friedman 1992). The UNew Ameri- 
cans" defined themselves in part in terms of the uOld 
Americans"-the Native peoples. 

John Locke is an early example of such expropria- 
tion. When he declared in his Second Treattse of Gov- 
ernment that "in the beginning all the world was Amer- 
ica," he was marketing an image of Native America 
without government, in useful contrast to the Euro- 
pean state of advancement (Locke 1960:48). Not true, 
but once you gown" these images the reality of the 
former possessor is irrelevant. You can even freely re- 
cycle them, using them to make both ends of the same 
point. Locke gave Native Americans no government at 
all, while others have endowed them with not just a 
government but the very model of the U.S. govern- 
ment, created by the followers of Locke and Montes- 
quieu in America (Grinde and Johansen 1991; Tooker 
1990). 

There are many other examples of these often bi- 
zarre political uses of the Indian image in the process 
of American cultural self-invention as, for example, 
the creation of the heroine Sacajaweja by the Western 
woman's suffrage movement (Landsman 1992:271). In 
all these instances, Indian image and identity have sim- 
ply been extracted from Indian reality as a Uraw mate- 
rial," to be smelted and forged into new shapes. The 
processing is managed by wholly owned subsidiaries 
of the dominant society, entirely free of Indian influ- 
ence or control. The power of the market to transform 
its raw material is evident in the repackaging of AIM 
activist Russell Means as first the faithful Chingach- 
gook and then the fatherly Powhatan- what next, 
Natty Bumppo? (Batille and Silet 1980). 

My most recent encounter with this ongoing im- 
age expropriation occurred at the wedding of one of 
my anthropological colleagues In deference to his 
profession, the minister announced he would include 
part of the Apache Wedding Ceremony" in the doings. 
He then movingly intoned, aNow for you there is no 
more loneliness." The Apache in question, I realized, 
were those led by Chief Jeff Chandler in the 1950 
movie Broken Arrow. Although such foolishness can 
be amusing, it has not been without its impact on Na- 
tive Americans themselves. In most of American his- 
tory, barring the occasional unoble savage," these re- 
processed "images" were almost entirely negative 
(Berkhoffer 1979; Stedman 1982). To define Indians as 
cruel, ignorant savages without civilization served a 
practical purpose for the larger society. Cotton Mather 
was able to observe, of the destruction of the Pequots, 
that "these barbarians were dismissed from a world 
that was burdened with them" (quoted in Hauptman 
1995:9). Raw conquest of these people, with sub- 
sequent expulsion from their lands, might otherwise 
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seem unJustified; it eases the collective conscience if 
they had it coming (Dippie 1982; Drinnon 1980). 

Brummagem Wares 

Some forms of Indian identity were not simply 
expropriated but were left in the hands of Indians 
themselves, reserved" to them as were some of their 
lands. Like the lands, the systems of identity were not 
self-governing but were subject to greater or lesser 
degrees of external administration. They were also, 
like the land, by definition brummagem wares; other- 
wise they would not be left behind. In the ruling ideol- 
ogy of the colonialists, though their imagery could be 
useful, to actually be an Indian was to be a member of 
an inferior race," lacking competence," unworthy to 
control resources or vote (Bieder 1986; Biolsi 
1995a:35). In this sort of ethnic marketplace, there was 
created a strong incentive to convert this low-quality 
identity into something more Emished, to upgrade sav- 
agery to civilization (Pearce 1988). 

Such upgrades were possible since the general 
policy of the new American government in regulating 
its ethnic market was Uprogressive," based on Lockean 
Enlightenment notions of the perfectibility of even 
lowly forms of man. Toward all ethnic minorities (ex- 
cept blacks), the promise was one of eventual equality 
through assimilation. It is not surprising that in such a 
market many made the trade, and by the 1920s, when 
the value of Indian identity was at an all-time low, 
there were few claiming to be Indians-only 250,000 
counted by the government. Since the 1960s, the In- 
dian stock is up in the ethnic market and the popula- 
tion has grown far faster than is biologically possible, 
by recruitment" (Passel and Berman 1986). 

Identifying land 

In the treaty era of land confiscation, the federal 
government first took an active interest in defining 
real versus ersatz Indians. It became important to con- 
firm Wchiefs" who could legitimize the transfer of lands 
by treaty. It was under such circumstances that the 
federal government began to regulate the free market 
of ethnicity and to retain for itself the right to deter- 
mine who is the real McCoy in the various Indian trade 
intercourseX acts (Prucha 1962). Indian identity in 
general was regarded as destined to vanish shortly af- 
ter the settlement of the land transfer, and there was 
little point in keeping track of ordinary tribal mem- 
bers. 

A more enduring system of federal certification of 
authentic individual Indians thus did not become for- 
malized until the reservation era in the late 1800s. With 

most vacant" lands taken, new schemes were devised 
to break up the reserved remainder. The Dawes, or 
Allotment, Act made it important to sort out accu- 
rately who was and who was not an Indian, at least 
temporarily (Beaulieu 1984). Land needed to be allot- 
ted, but only to the small number of "real" Indians, not 
to potentially numberless frauds, so that a proper 
amount of surplus would be left over (Unrau 1989). 

It was under these circumstance that most Native 
groups were forced into bookkeeping by blood" and 
into standard" kinship reckoning- no matriarchies 
need apply. One-quarter blood was and remains the 
most common minimum for genuine Indians, but fed- 
eral laws vary depending on the issue at stake (Pevar 
1992:12; Wilson 1992). By the 1930s, when John Collier 
headed the Bureau of Indian Affairs, land redistribu- 
tion was no longer the primary federal aim (Kelly 
1983). Newly concerned with the corporate survival of 
the tribes, enrollment in a Urecognized tribe under Fed- 
eral jurisdictionX rather than simply uHow much blood 
you got?" was stressed in the 1934 Indian Reorganiza- 
tion Act (Feraca 1990:3; Hagan 1985:317). Reorganiza- 
tion" added complexities to the rules of blood and 
shifted more responsibility for sorting them out to the 
tribes themselves, as it did in other areas of newly 
gained self-governance. 

There was a brief resurgence of the resource re- 
distribution focus in federal regulation of identity in 
the late 1940s. Cash settlement of outstanding Indian 
land-loss claims began, and these were often accompa- 
nied by per capita distribution of funds to those who 
were officially members of the claiming tribe, creating 
an obvious new motivation to assert identity on the 
part of many. Similarly, in the 1950s termination era, a 
great many long-lost tribal members came out of the 
ethnic closet to vote for liquidation of the assets of 
atheir" tribe and its redistribution to the members" 
(Clifton 1977). 

The Big Bull Market 

All of this primarily land-based focus was effec- 
tively over by the 1960s, and so presumably the value 
of Indian identity and the importance of keeping fed- 
eral track of it went into a decline. But just the oppo- 
site was the case; into the 1960s and 1970s, the con- 
cern for defining Indianness became greater, not 
lesser. The new demand activity started in the ZotherS' 
market for Indian imagery, the Big Board" of the gen- 
eral society, where Indians had now shifted from sav- 
agery to various forms of nobility. This movement had 
absolutely nothing to do with Native American reali- 
ties or even with a concern for their well-being. Only 
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their image was at issue. But it came to have an impact 
on their status. 

Historically, this is the result of a combination of 
the counterculture movement and the Civil Rights 
movement, raising the value of all things ethnic in the 
symbolic market (Brand 1988). Cultural diversity is 
newly celebrated under such labels as multicultural- 
ism." Oddly, anthropologists have been left out of this 
new trading boom despite having been nearly the sole 
source in the Uprimitives" market previously. We have 
Elnally shared something of the Native Americans' ex- 
perience through participation, not observation. One 
anthropologist asking aWhy Do Multiculturalists Ig- 
nore Anthropologists?" answered himself: UOne expla- 
nation for our exclusion might be the reluctance to 
acknowledge previous inhabitants when people claim 
new territory" (Perry 1992). 

This new level of positive valuation of things In- 
dian is not focused on Indians per se. The environmen- 
talist movement has generated a great deal of interest 
in alternative ways of approaching man's relation with 
nature, including the Native American way. The result 
is not investment on the reservations to alleviate the 
actual environmental problems present there- eco- 
nomic, educational, and health problems. Instead, it 
creates a market for Indian teachers. Those hungry for 
insights into the environmental way of the Indian peo- 
ple will pay good money to those who will teach them, 
but of course only to zreal" Indians who offer the 
real" goods on my Mother the Earth (Kehoe 1990). 

There are a great many such teachers. Jamake 
Highwater and Lynn Andrews a-re two who come read- 
ily to mind (Andrews 1981; Highwater 1981). Unfortu- 
nately I suspect we often have here what Gerald 
Vizenor has called "simulations of tribal identities in 
the literature of dominance" (1994:59). The audience 
of these teachers is not the Indian communities they 
claim to represent but the book-, lecture-, and even 
ordeal-buying public the litterateurs of dominance. 
The struggle for control of this authentic insight mar- 
ket has generated a considerable internal dispute 
among the simulators, with real Indians actively en- 
gaged in exposing the falsity of the unreal, what 
Wendy Rose has called the aGreat Pretenders."2 

One result of all this disputation is that Indians 
have become the only card-carrying ethnic group in 
America and now must be able to produce their papers 
on demand. There was, for example, a dispute in 
Wtcazo Sa Revtew over who is an Indian for purposes 
of inclusion in collections of Native American Studies 
(Wicazo Sa Review 1993). The editors cite antholo- 
gizer Elizabeth Cook-Lynn as insisting that Utribal en- 
rollment (i.e., citizenship) be a qualification for inclu- 
sion in our volumet (Wicazo Sa Revtew 1993:115). 
Similarly, the Institute of American Indian Arts, organ- 

izing an exhibit of Native American photography, said, 
zEligibility is limited to American Indians who must 
provide a letter of enrollment or card from a federally- 
recognized tribe or a CertiElcate of Indian Blood (CIB). 
Birth certiElcates are not adequate." Papers, please. 

Certifying the authentic is complicated by the 
problem of genuine but Ugeneric Indians," to borrow 
William Hagan's term, or Usupratribal consciousness," 
to use Stephen Cornell's (Cornell 1988:107; Hagan 
1985:320). The Indian Arts and Crafts Board has ex- 
isted since 1937 to gcertify" genuine Indian art, but in 
1990 the Indian Arts and Crafts Act criminalized mis- 
representation and limited Indianness to members of 
federally recognized tribes (Barsh 1994:61). I have on 
my desk a Kachina doll, a Mudhead, reasonably 
authentic in detail, made by certiElable Indians, Nava- 
jos, but the Navajo have no such art in their own tradi- 
tions. I may therefore have a "hott Kachina. In the 
Seattle area, there is an Indian dance troupe led by 
Don Smith, who calls himself Lelooska and tells North- 
western tribal stories. Lelooska is no sort of North- 
west Indian, though, but an Oklahoma Cherokee (Pyle 
1995:127). Such an Indian has the necessary national 
identity card, but does that then entitle him to authen- 
tically publish Northwest rather than Cherokee tradi- 
tions? 

A Seat on the Commodity Exchange 

Since the 1960s and the turn toward self-determi- 
nation and increased federal tolerance of Native 
Americans' governmental sovereignty, the value of be- 
ing a corporate tribe has increased greatly if for no 
other reason than to control who will be on the rolls of 
a federally recognized tribe and thus a card-carrying 
Indian. A 1978 court case Santa Clara Pueblo v. 
Martinez- made clear that such tribes alone have the 
right to determine their membership rules, but also 
made clear that simple membership in a tribe does not 
in fact guarantee recognition of the individual's Indian 
status by the government for all purposes (Pevar 
1992:245). 

Important new resources have, since the 1960s, 
become available to groups who can claim tribal status 
and may at last allow them to finally solve pervasive 
problems of real poverty in Indian country. What has 
turned out to be a resource more valuable than land is 
the special federal-Indian relationship itself. The util- 
ity of the new resource has nothing to do with the size 
of a reservation or even the size of its labor force. In 
this new postindustrial economy, the Navajo and the 
Mashantucket Pequot are in possession of exactly the 
same resource- sovereignty. 
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To be sovereign is to be unregulated and unre- 
stricted by laws you have not made yourself, though 
the limits of that sovereignty are constantly contested 
(Biolsi 1995b). Indian country can potentially become 
an onshore version of existing offshore free-economic 
zones, providing services that the surrounding govern- 
ments may not choose to offer. Most promising is gam- 
bling. From the first bingo parlor established by the 
Seminole in 1979 to the huge success of the Mashan- 
tucket Pequot Foxwood Casino, there has been a veri- 
table South Seais Bubble of speculation and develop- 
ment based around gambling with good and obvious 
reason, since the Indian casinos collectively took 
home something like $1.5 billion (Kanamine 1994). 

There are increasing image problems as a good 
deal of this new enterprise is essentially sinful"-tax- 
free cigarettes, booze, Elreworks, and so forth. Note 
William Safire, on Uthe Pequots, whose chiefs are turn- 
ing aboriginal Americans into a nation of croupiers" 
(1995). Or observe the peculiar fear of a new colonial- 
ism in a Portland, Oregon, newspaper editorial urging 
the federal government anot to allow Indians to estab- 
lish off reservation colonial enclaves that undermine 
the laws of state and local governments and the invest- 
ments of non-Indians who rely on these laws" (Orego- 
nian 1995). Colonizing the colonizers? 

There are other, largely noneconomic, corporate 
benefits to official tribal status that are probably more 
valuable in the long run to the tribal peoples, if not to 
the outside world. Self-government, in the sense of 
running one's own affairs, is the most obvious and 
most fundamental. Since the 1975 Indian Self-Determi- 
nation Act, there has been a general move toward self- 
administration through contracting, supported by fed- 
eral funding (PL 93-638; see Prucha 1990:27s276). 
Indian groups have also acquired a great deal more 
legal say-so (because the feds say so) in their relations 
with their local neighbors and in the regulation of 
land, graves, holy places, and the like (McGuire 1992). 
All agoods" to the good. 

These new resources have touched off a new 
phase of federal sorting-out of eligibility (Weatherhead 
1980). Gambling, already much hedged about by the 
provisions of the 1988 Indian Gaming Regulatory Act 
(PL 100497; see Prucha 1990:31S317), is now in some 
turmoil since part of that act has been struck down by 
the Supreme Court (Oregonian 1996). It was already 
in the process of active reconsideration in the Senate 
(S. B. 487) and threatened with taxation by Washing- 
ton State's own Indian Elghter, Slade Gorton (Wines 
1995). 

The most acrimonious of sortings-out is FAP, the 
Federal Acknowledgement Process, mandated by Con- 
gress in 1978. If an Indian is anyone a tribe itself recog- 
nizes by whatever rules it has set then who recog 

nizes the recognizer? The federal government has cre- 
ated this ethnic FDA to certify the purity of tribes 
themselves. Posing a conundrum for those who would 
argue against this federal role, in favor of leaving it to 
the Indians, is the fact that it is often the already rec- 
ognized tribes who have fought longest and hardest 
against recognition of the newcomers. The longest 
running resistance is to the reality of the Lumbee (Ha- 
gan 1985:322; Sider 1993). 

Recognition has created a seemingly endless se- 
quence of congressional hearings, court cases, and pe- 
titions to FAP. At the Mashpee Wampanoag trial in 
quest of recognition, Vine Deloria Jr. testified reason- 
ably enough as to what a tribe is: "As I use it and 
understand other people using it, it means a group of 
people living pretty much in the same place who know 
who their relatives are" (Clifford 1988:323). Deloria's 
view, like many put forward by Indian people, depends 
on the criterion of self-awareness. The judge did not 
agree and the Mashpee failed to gain recognition, de- 
spite the testimony of a great many experts that they 
were indeed a tribe (Campisi 1991). 

The Code of Federal Regulations (1992) now 
spells out in detail what it is you need to do to achieve 
official tribal recognition. The procedures are many, 
complex, and difficult to satisfy, as witness the slow 
pace of successful petitions (Greenbaum 1985; Roes- 
sel 1989). As the Mashpee case demonstrated, Uknow- 
ing who you are"-perfectly satisfactory within any 
human group doesn't cut any external legal ice. The 
required criteria in the FAP process boil down to Uwe 
see you." Proof of a historical continuity is insisted on, 
not the groups' own unbroken sense of peoplehood, 
but the extent to which they have consistently made it 
visible to the others. They must be "seen" in the re- 
cords of government, common report, churches- 
somebody other than themselves must vouch for them 
and not lose sight of them. 

Invented Indians? 

Are the Mashpee and the Lumbee perhaps charla- 
tans of some sort? Are they what Stephen Feraca has 
called "paper tribes" (1990:225)? Are these new tribes 
just invented for market purposes, now that the mar- 
ket is bullish? I have a few cautious thoughts, cautious 
because I would like to avoid the fate of James Clifton, 
who has recently been heavily criticized for suggesting 
the term invented Indiant (1990). Vine Deloria Jr., for 
example, has reviewed the work by that title in a man- 
ner best described as spluttering (Deloria 1992). De- 
loria has also recently dismissed virtually all of anthro- 
pology, along with the more general myth of scientific 
fact" (1995). 
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Who is to say who is real and who invented, since 
after all, eveiy people Uplays" with its history in an 
ongoing process of self-invention (Dietler 1994; 
Lofgren 1995). Clearly, Deloria feels it is not up to 
Clifton or other scalawag anthropologists, or to the 
federal government. Like many, he seems to believe 
we should give it back to the Indians, let them say who 
is who. My gut reaction is to agree. I even agree with 
scholars like Annette Jaimes that if Indians can do so, 
"they will be able to move onward into a true process 
of decolonization and reestablishment of themselves 
as national entities" (Jaimes 1992:132). 

Alas, as I have been arguing in this essay, the 
game has been otherwise rigged since colonial times, 
and such complete freedom of choice is simply not on 
the menu, nor is it likely to be. While Native Americans 
may today have greater self-determination than ever 
before, they are still inextricably linked to the ebb and 
flow of the dominant society and its markets and are 
subject to the rules of its regulators. The federal gov- 
ernment and the ticket-buying public are simply not 
going to buy we know who we are, trust us." Do I 
think this is a good thing? Do I think that the federal 
government is judging infallibly who is the areal 
McCoy" and who is not? Of course not. But, however 
reluctantly, we must deal with what Chief Justice John 
Marshall called the Uactual state of things" (Getches et 
al. 1993:330). The key problem is the aspecial relation- 
ship" of Native Americans to the federal government, 
which is for better or worse unlike that of any other 
ethnic group. What makes it special and valuable is 
what also makes it subject to the arbitrary decisions of 
the outsiders. If the federal government is going to 
provide trust services and funds and act as an interme- 
diary with the states on behalf of those defined as 
tribes and no others-it is inevitably going to de- 
mand a voice in saying who qualifies. 

I am not arguing that peoplehood itself has any- 
thing whatever to do with federal recognition or its 
formal criteria. Historically many Native peoples be- 
came geographically dispersed like other diaspora 
peoples. They have no visible physical communities 
because they have been unable to retain a land base. 
Many live entirely inside urban non-Indian communi- 
ties, without clearly demarcated ethnic neighborhoods 
(Weibel-Orlando 1991). They may no longer speak a 
distinctive language or wear distinct costume; they 
may, as Donald Trump commented, not even look like 
Indians" after generations of intermarriage. But none 
of this need mean that a people no longer exists. 

Stephen Fugita and David O'Brien demonstrate, in 
the case of Japanese Americans, a persistent ethnic 
group that maintains a degree of structure and cohe- 
sion with none of the factors mentioned above and 
with little external recognition (1991). Edward H. 

Spicer has shown how the Sonora Yaqui have persisted 
over centuries in diaspora, continually changing loca- 
tion and redeEming kotumbre, yet enduring as a people 
(1980). But what happens when we turn back to who is 
an official Indian rather than a people? The Yaqui, 
once a group of Mexican migrants, in 1978 gained fed- 
eral recognition as Indians, though far more native Na- 
tives have not (Willard 1994). Indeed, one of the Ari- 
zona Yaquis, Eddie Brown, even became assistant 
secretary for Indian affairs under President Bush. Go 
figure. 

The situation is very much an ongoing argument. 
As I write, Congress debates modiElcations to the In- 
dian Child Welfare Act that would restrict the defini- 
tion of an Indian child to one who maintains usigniEl- 
cant social, cultural or political affiliation with the 
tribe" (Schmitt 1996). Indian identity has become un- 
avoidably commodified, bound up in the politics, as 
well as the economics, of political economy. I do not 
doubt for a moment that there are hundreds of per- 
fectly Ureal" Indian groups unrecognized-but in the 
end it becomes a matter of convincing the market and 
its federal regulators that you and your people are 
genuine- ZThereal McCoy."3 

GEORGE PIERRE CASTILE is Professor, Department of Anthropology, 
Whitman Col lege, Wal la Wal la, WA 99362. 

Notes 

1. An earlier version of this paper was presented at the 
94th Annual Meeting of the American Anthropological Asso- 
ciation, Washington, DC, November. 

2. Rose 1992. See also Hagan 1985:318 and Vizenor 
1994:61. 

3. The name of a character in Philip Roth's novel Port- 
noy's Complaint (1969). 
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